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Description
When loading a style from .qml in the vector properties dialog, there is no indication to the user that it is not a cancel-able action. Upon
loading the style, then clicking Cancel, the canvas is not refreshed, so it appears to the user that no change has occurred, i.e. the cancel
appears to have reverted the application of the .qml style.
However, on the first canvas refresh the .qml style is applied. This is because the style has been applied directly to the layer's properties,
not the vector layer properties dialog's form fields, so cancelling the dialog after applying a style does not revert the application of the
style. Closing the project without saving and reopening the project is the only recourse (if caught in time).
Since the current method of loading a .qml style is good, except this bug, a possible solution might be to save a temporary .qml file (in
memory or on disk) of the current layer's style just before loading a new one, when using the properties dialog. Then upon cancelling the
properties dialog, the original .qml style is reapplied to the layer, unless Apply has been clicked, which should clear/delete the original
temporary style.
That approach is not ideal, since the layer is edited twice, when in actuality nothing has changed, but it should work.
I noticed this issue with the vector layer properties dialog. It may also be an issue with raster layer properties and when loading .sld style
files.
Related issues:
Duplicated by QGIS Application - Bug report # 10550: Don't apply style when d...

Closed

Duplicates QGIS Application - Bug report # 3761: "Cancel" button in Symbol pr...

Closed

2014-06-11

History
#1 - 2015-08-21 12:03 PM - Anita Graser
- Status changed from Open to Closed

With the redesign of the style dialog, I think this is not an issue anymore. Please reopen if necessary.
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